
NOTE ON THE APPROXIMATE VALUES OF BESSEL'S
FUNCTIONS FOR LARGE ARGUMENTS.

By Louis Cohen.

In many physical problems we frequently meet with Bessel's

functions of a complex argument where the real part of the argu-

ment is a large quantity. Under these conditions the Bessel

functions can be expressed in terms of exponential functions.

Thus:
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yo
and Jt

represent the Bessel functions of the first kind and of

the zero and first order, respectively. G and Gx represent functions

which are combinations of the Bessel functions of the first and

second kinds, and have the property that the functions approach

zero when the arguments become very large. The values of GQ
(ix)

and Gx
{ix) in terms of the Bessel functions of the first and second

kinds are given by the following equations:
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Y and Y
x
are the Bessel functions of the second kind and 7 is Euler's

constant (7=0.57721).

The values of the Bessel functions as given by equation (1) are

usually obtained by the aid of the theory of functions of a complex

variable; the proof is very laborious and difficult.

^ee Gray and Mathews: Treatise on Bessel Functions, pp. 68, 91.
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I have worked out a simple demonstration, which, though it is

not rigorous, will, I trust, be of interest to physicists.

When the real part of the argument is positive we can express

the Bessel function of the first kind in the following form: 2
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and hence

now
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If j is very large we can put P— i and neglect Q as compared

with P, and we shall have
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Gray and Mathews: Bessel Functions, p. 40.
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We also have

1 . .
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i
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put now y= ix, and we get
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Neglecting <?~* as compared with e*, we get
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(5)

The values of the £ functions can be obtained in the following

way: There exists a well-known relation between the Bessel func-

tions of the first and second kinds, which is as follows:

Jlix) Y.(ix)-Mix) Yx(ix) =i (6)

and if we substitute in equation (6) the valuesyo
andJx

as given by

equation (5) we get
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From equation (2) we can get the following relation:

tG.{ix)-G
1{ix)= Q.og 2-i){iJlix)-Jx{ix))-iYlix)+ Yx

(ix)

Since, however,Jx
(ix) = z/ (zx) (see equation 5) we get
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zG (tx)— Gx
(ix) = Y

x
{ix)— i

Y
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or i G (ix) - Gx iix) = iJ^e~x
(8)

The values of G and G
t
as given by equation (1) will satisfy the

above equation; introducing the values we get

(VS+VS)^=V
27T

X

which is identical with (8), and hence it is reasonable to suppose

that the values of G and G
x

as given by equation (1) are the

proper solutions.

Washington, August 24, 1908.


